LESSON 3
CONSONANT DIGRAPHS

Lesson 3 Letter Cards

Lesson 3 Word Cards

**Guided Practice: Activity 3**
Sentence Reading Worksheet

**Independent Practice: Activity 4**
Cloze Sentences Worksheet
Cloze Sentences Worksheet Answer Key
LETTER CARDS
CONSONANT DIGRAPHS

ch  ch  ch  ch  ch
ck  ck  ck  ck  ck
ph  ph  ph  ph  ph
sh  sh  sh  sh  sh
th  th  th  th  th
wh  wh  wh  wh  wh
chap
chill
chick
chip
ash
check
chill
dash

gosh

lack

chop
deck

jack
mash
much
pack
lash
math
neck
than

then

tick

shun

them

thud
wish
wick
whiz
which
whack
whim
wick
1. Rick got cash from Beth for the bus.
2. The rock is on the path.
3. Rob cut his lip with the dish.
4. Jack had a chip with his dip.
5. The shed is in the back of the lot.
6. When will Pat chat with Mom?
7. This fog is thick!
8. It is bad to rush in math.
9. I wish to pack my red bag.
10. Which log will Ann chop?
11. Do not hit the dog with the whip!
12. Get a tux in that shop.
13. Meg has a red rash on her chin.
14. The sock is in the mesh bag.
15. The ship is not at the dock yet.
CLOZE SENTENCES

Select the correct word from the word bank to complete each sentence. Write the word on the line. Read the completed sentence.

WORD BANK
fish  chop  thud  whiz  thin
lock hush wish pick when
dash rich bath chin which

1. Tim has no cash, so he is not _____________.
2. ____________! Sis is in bed for a nap.
3. Mom will ____________ the shed and then dash to the shop.
4. ____________ did Chuck hop on the bus?
5. Beth got 10 ____________ in the net!
6. The ____________ was too hot for the tot.
7. I ____________ to be a whiz in math.
8. Rich did not ____________ the log for the shed.
9. ____________ job did Bev get?
10. Max got a bit of chip dip on his _____________.
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CLOZE SENTENCES ANSWER KEY

Select the correct word from the word bank to complete each sentence. Write the word on the line. Read the completed sentence.

WORD BANK
fish    chop    thud    whiz    thin
lock    hush    wish    pick    when
dash    rich    bath    chin    which

1. Tim has no cash, so he is not ______ rich ______.
2. ______ Hush ______! Sis is in bed for a nap.
3. Mom will ______ lock ______ the shed and then dash to the shop.
4. ______ When ______ did Chuck hop on the bus?
5. Beth got 10 ______ fish ______ in the net!
6. The ______ bath ______ was too hot for the tot.
7. I ______ wish ______ to be a whiz in math.
8. Rich did not ______ chop ______ the log for the shed.
9. ______ Which ______ job did Bev get?
10. Max got a bit of chip dip on his ______ chin ______.